
 

CONSENT FORM FOR PIGMENT/TATTOO LIGHTENING/REMOVAL 

 

CLIENT FULL NAME:_____________________________________________________ DATE:_____________________ 

Please read and INITIAL the statements below to indicate “I understand the following completely”. 

_____The nature and method of the proposed pigment (tattoo) lightening procedure has been explained to me, including risks or 
possibility of complications during or following its application. I understand that there may be a certain amount of discomfort or pain 
associated with the procedure and that other adverse side effects may include: minor and temporary bleeding, bruising, redness or 
other discoloration and swelling. Fever blisters may occur following any procedure on or around the lips, especially on individuals prone 
to cold sores. Infection in the area may occur, however, if proper aftercare is followed, this is rare.   

_____I understand that several treatments may be necessary in order to achieve desired results. However, I have not received any 
guarantees as to the final outcome of these treatments. 

_____I understand there are medical options available for pigment (tattoo) removal which include surgical excision. I have decided to 
decline those methods. 

_____I understand that the unwanted pigment may not be successfully lightened to the point that it can no longer be seen entirely. 
Scarring, hyperpigmentation, hypopigmentation, or other damage to the skin may occur and may be permanent. I will not hold my 
technician and/or the distributor of the tattoo removal products used in this procedure liable for any damages that may occur.  

Which of the following best describes your skin type? (please circle one) 

 I - always burns, never tans (pale white; blond or red hair; blue eyes; freckles). 
 II - usually burns, tans minimally (white; fair; blond or red hair; blue, green, or hazel eyes) 
 III - sometimes mild burn, tans uniformly (cream white; fair with any hair or eye color) 
 IV - burns minimally, always tans well (moderate brown) 
 V- very rarely burns, tans very easily (dark brown) 
 VI - Never burns, never tans (deeply pigmented dark brown to darkest brown) 
 

FOR SKIN TYPES V AND VI ONLY: _____I understand that I am at a higher risk for hyperpigmentation and hypopigmentation than 
other skin types. I understand the risk and I agree to this procedure being performed.  

_____I understand that lightening tattoo pigment is difficult and, at times, not possible. As a result, I will not hold my technician or this 
establishment responsible for any resultant failure to lighten the unwanted pigment. 

_____I agree to allow before and after photographs, and give my consent to use such photographs for publication/teaching purposes 
(photos will always be of work performed – not whole face photos).  

_____I agree to follow all aftercare instructions provided to me by Symmetry Brow Bar & Skin Studio. 

_____I give consent to my technician to apply topical anesthetics which contain lidocaine, tetracaine, epinephrine, prilocaine. If I have 
had any allergic reactions to any of these ingredients, I will let me technician know prior to procedure. 

_____I understand all of the above information. I have had all of my questions answered. I agree to all conditions and provisions of this 
document. I accept any risk of having this procedure done. 

Client Signature:______________________________________________ Date:____________________________________ 

Witness: ____________________________________________________ Date:____________________________________ 


